NIUA Launches Innovations and Youth Leadership Microsite

NIUA launched a microsite INIUA on 25 January to serve as a repository for wider dissemination of innovation development taking place at NIUA through research and development, and partnerships. The website includes training modules, courses, and best-practices in the areas of sanitation, solid waste management, water, climate and resilience, environment, urban planning, education, housing, and public health among others. To visit the website click here.

Project Update

NIUA Organises a Webinar on TDR and Slum Redevelopment

The Master Plan of Delhi-2041 team at NIUA organised a webinar Use of TDR for Slum Rehabilitation on 27 January. The purpose was to understand the slum rehabilitation process and operational modalities of the Transfer of Development Rights (TDR) mechanism in Mumbai. It emerged from the discussion that there was a need to operationalise TDR in Delhi, and explore the opportunities for generating supply and absorbing demand of TDR in the city.

C-Cube Organises an Online Workshop on Urban Green Cover Planning

The Climate Centre for Cities (C-Cube) at NIUA in collaboration with GIZ-New Delhi organised an online workshop Co-creating Green Spaces City Network and Planning a Monitoring, Reporting and Verification (MRV) System for Urban Trees in Coimbatore on 28 January. The purpose of the workshop was to introduce detailed design of Marutha Nagar Bio Park being implemented under the C-Cube and a concept of MRV system for urban trees. For details about the C-Cube click here.

NIUA to Launch Programme on Leadership in Climate Change Management

NIUA will be launching Leadership in Climate Change Management programme soon. The programme includes a certificate course on developing climate-related strategies, financing and implementing climate actions. It is designed to equip the mid-level and senior public officials with essential expertise in the discipline of climate change. Stay tuned for more details.
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